PRESS RELEASE

Hellenic Cadastre has made the following announcement:

**The Cadastre Survey enters its final stage.**

The collection of declarations starts on the islands of Kefalonia, Zakynthos and Ithaca.

**Deadline extension in Lasithi**

The collection of declarations of ownership starts on Tuesday, June 18, 2019, in the areas of RU of Kefalonia, Zakynthos and Ithaca.

Anyone owing real property in the above areas is invited to submit declarations for their real property either at the Cadastral Survey Office in the region where their real property is located or online at the Cadastre website www.ktimatologio.gr

The deadline for the submission of declarations for these areas, which begins on June 18 of 2019, is September 18 of 2019 for residents of Greece and December 18 of 2019 for expatriates and the Greek State.

Submission of declarations is mandatory. Failure to comply will incur the penalties laid down by law. The areas (pre-Kapodistrias LRAs) where the declarations for real property are collected and the competent offices are shown in detail below:

**AREAS AND CADAstral SURVEY OFFICES FOR COLLECTION OF DECLARATIONS**

**REGION OF IONIAN ISLANDS**
1. Regional Unit of Kefalonia:

A) Of the Kallikratis Municipality of Kefalonia, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGIA EIRINI, AGIA THEKLI, AGIOS NIKOLAOS, AGKONAS, AHERAS, ANTIPATA OF ERISOS, ARGINIA, ASOS, VALERIANOS, VARY, VASILIKADES, VLACHATA OF EIKOSIMIA, GRIZATA, DAMOULIANATA, ZOLA, KAMINARATA, KARAVADOS, KARAVOMYLOS (VLACHATA)*, KARYA, KATOGI, KERAMEIES, KOTREHAS, KOMITATA, KONTOGENADA, LAKITHRA, LOURDATA, MARKOPOULO, MAVRATA, MESOVOUNIA, METAXATA, MONOPOLATA, MOUSATA, NEOCHORI, NYFI, XENOPOLIO, OMALA, PASTRA, PATRIKATA, PERATATA, PESADA, PLAGIA, POROS, POULATA, PYRGI, RIFI, SAMI, SVORONATA, SKALA, SKINI, SPARTIA, TOULTATA, TROIANATA, FAVATATA, FISKARDO, CHAVDATA, CHAVRIATA, CHALIO TATA, CHIONATA

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY Office:
Kefalonia: 5Th km of National Road of Argostoli-Poros, Kokylia area,
Telephone no: 2671068510

Athens: Olympic Facilities of Galatsi, 137 Veikou Avenue, Galatsi

Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

2. Regional Unit of Zakynthos:

A) Of the Kallikratis Municipality of Zakynthos, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:
AGALAS, AGIA MARINA, AGIOS DIMITRIOS, AGIOS KIRIKOS, AGIOS LEONTAS, AGIOI PANTES, ALIKANAS, AMPELOKIPOI, ANAFONITRIA, ANO VOLUMES, ANO GERAKARI, VANATO, VOLUMES, VOUGIATO, GAITANI, GALAROS, GYRI, EXO CHORA, KALIPADO, KALLITHEA, KATASTARI, KATO GERAKARI, KERI, KOILOMENOS (AGIOS NIKOLAOS)*, KYPSELI, LAGKADAKIA, LAGOPODO, LITHAKIA, LOUCHA, MARIES, MACHAIRADO, MESO GERAKARI, MOUZAKI, MPOCHALI, ORTHONIES, PIGADAKIA, PLANOS, ROMIRI, SARAKINADO, SKOULIKADO, TRAGAKI and FIOLITIS
ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:

Zakynthos: 18 Ag. Ioanni Logotheton Str.
Telephone no: 26950 29075

Athens: Olympic Facilities of Galatsi, 137 Veikou Avenue, Galatsi

Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

3. Regional Unit of Ithaca:

A) Kallikratis Municipality of Ithaca

ADDRESS OF COMPETENT CADAstral SURVEY OFFICE:

Ithaca: Odysseos Str.
Telephone no: 26740 32031

Athens: Olympic Facilities of Galatsi, 137 Veikou Avenue, Galatsi

Opening hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
and Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

DEADLINE EXTENSION FOR COLLECTION OF DECLARATIONS OF OWNERSHIP IN THE R.U. OF LASITHI

The deadline for collection of a declaration of ownership is extended until October 7, 2019, for residents of Greece, for expatriates and for the Greek State, respectively, owing the real properties that are listed in the other regions of Lassithi Regional Unit of Crete, namely:
A) In the Kallikratis Municipality of Agios Nikolaos, the pre-Kapodistrian local authorities of:

- Agios Antonios, Voulismeni, Vrachasi, Vryses, Exo Lakkonia, Exo Potamoi, Zenia, Kalo Chorio, Karydi (Mirampello), Kastelli of Fourni, Kritsa, Kroustas, Latsida, Limnes, Mesa Lakkonia, Milatos, Neapoli, Nikithianos, Prina, Fourni, Choumeriakos

B) in the Kallikratis Municipality of Ierapetra,

C) in the Kallikratis Municipality of Oropedio of Lasithi, and

D) in the Kallikratis Municipality of Siteia

due to the introduction of a state of emergency in these areas.

Anyone owing real property in the above areas is invited to submit declarations for their real property either at the Cadastral Survey Office in the region where their real property is located or online at the Cadastre website www.ktimatologio.gr.

Those owners who live in Attica can visit the Cadastral Office at 24, Charilaou Trikoupi Street, in Athens every day, from 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM and every Wednesday from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM.